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Abstract—Over the last decade, more and more data are collected and opened. Governments actively stimulate the opening of data to increase citizen engagement to support policy-making processes. Evidence-based policy-making is the situation whereby decisions made are based on factual data. The common expectation is that releasing data will result in evidence-based decision-making and more trust in government decisions. This study aims to provide insight into how evidence-based policy based on open data can result into uncertainty and even polarize the policy-making process. We analyze a case study in which traffic and road utilization datasets are used and model the decision-making process using the Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN). The BPMN model shows how the government and business organizations can use the data and give different interpretations. Data-driven decision-making might potentially create uncertainty, polarization, and less trust in decisions as stakeholders can give different meanings to the data and arrive at different outcomes. In contrast to the common belief, we found that the more data released, the more discussions happened about what is desired according to the data. The various directions derived from the data can even polarize decision-making. In other words, the more data opened, the more people can construct their perception of reality. For further research, we recommend understanding the types and role of data to create an evidence-based approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION

More and more data are collected and massively opened by governments. Business enablers, government institutions, non-government organizations, and researcher communities can all receive benefits from the disclosing of data movement [1]. The releasing of more data to the public can make a significant contribution to good governance, improve public trust, and create innovations [2], [3]. However, reality might be more cumbersome [4], [5].

Many works of literature on Open Government Data (OGD) demonstrates that the disclosure of the OGD will enhance transparency and accountability of public administrations, realize the better governance, and generate confidence in the government’s decisions [6] - [8]. Besides, some potential data users like researchers, businesses, or even non-public organizations can participate in evidence-based policy-making in the decision-making process [9].

At this moment, the evidence-based policy discussion has become popular in the area of the policy-makings [10], [11]. This approach is founded in the use of data collected by the government, companies, and the public to information policy-making [12]. Hence, it advocates rational decision-making based on a rigorous and structured approach and migrates from the traditional belief of knowledge to frame a better understanding [12], [13]. Evidence-based policy is a domain of public administration referring to a situation whereby decision made by the governments are informed by objective evidence [12], [14]. In the case of open data initiatives, the evidence-based policy refers to a knowledge-based approach based on impartial fact to apprise the decision-making process. In summary, evidence approaches advocate that policy decisions should be better informed by available actual evidence and accurate scientific analysis [15].

Evidence-based policy-making is often expected to result in a single, best solutions [15], [16]. Two main advantages are using evidence-based decision-making in open data initiatives. First, it can reduce uncertainty situation about which direction to follow, as the decision to release the data is based on objective evidence on which all parties are likely to agree on [8], [17]. Second, evidence policy-making has to base on reliable facts, and this can result in new insights on the policy issues to the public [15]. These benefit factors, furthermore, can improve the inclusiveness and
constructiveness of different point of views between actors while using the open data portal [3]. Often it is expected that evidence-based policy-making will result in a single perspective on the problem that will be accepted by all parties, as all evidence will depict in the same directions. This situation should result in a consensus among stakeholders and trust in that the right decision is taken.

The objective of this research is to analyze how evidence-based decision-making can contribute to the uncertainty situation and polarization of the decision-making process. To present how the evidence-based policy-making can in use open data, a case study of traffic and road datasets is investigated. The Business Process Management and Notation (BPMN) is used to model and understand the situation and identify the important role of evidence-based knowledge for both government and business enabler to generate their data model policy.

In contrast to these expectations in the literature, we found that more open data released can result in more discussions about what is desired according to the data and can even polarize decision-making. Open data can be used to suggest different policies. The more data opened, the more people can construct their perception of reality consequent of opening large data.

This paper is structured into seven sections. In Section 1, the rationales of the study are described. Section 2 comprises the data-driven movement. In Section 3, the literature in evidence-based transition is explored. In Section 4, the conceptual model of opening a data cycle is described. The four quadrants of data-driven are provided in Section 5. In Section 6, a case study is presented showing how open can be used for evidence-based policy and can influence the uncertainty decisions in the case of opening data is illustrated. Finally, the conclusion and further research opportunities are discussed in Section 7.

II. MATERIALS AND METHOD

In this study, we investigate a case study of the traffic and road utility dataset. The business process for opening data policy is developed using evidence-based decision-making approach and modeled in Business Process Management Notation (BPMN). Business processes show the subsequent steps taken by different organizations to make use of open data.

A. Problem Formulation

As the community grows and develops with a variety of complex societal problems, the government faces some trials and opportunities. To tackle these problems data is collected to inform decision-making, resulting in a data-driven government. However, potential challenges arise in the form of providing credible data and delivering education to the community [18]. Various opportunities are the government can use data strategies that enable it to add real-time insight and analysis, and the inclusion higher of the data can stimulate the greater trust of the public [4].

Literature suggests that data-based insights can help communities and business organizations to determine the direction of their business. In principle, a data-driven strategy can open opportunities for improving citizen participation to become engaged in policy-making. In the domain of the government, digital transformation is intended on how the government can provide new services and help changes the business model using the available dataset [19]. Besides, using the data-based policy making can improve the creation of trust from the public to the government’s decision-making [16].

When data is decided to be released and given full access to the public, many potential merits can be obtained like opening new knowledge, generating great ideas or other possible value propositions [3], [20]. Various types of technological instruments can be used to convert raw data into information and knowledge. In results, it may increase product innovation, analyzing consumer behavior, or assisting in better decision-making processes. Some prospect innovations and added values from the extension of opening data might have significant impacts [21].

Nevertheless, to provide open data for use by the public and to facilitate the evidence-based policy-making is challenging. There are many obstacles to carry out changes in the digital transparency outlook, including [22], [23]: (1) the gap between the actual data provided by government agencies and the need for data that might not be in balance. For decision-making, other types of data might be needed; (2) data collection techniques might be ineffective and far from the public’s desire due to regulatory constraints and limited resources, and (3) opinion-based evidence might still dominate so that it does not have a strong argument for decision-makers. For example, the fact is clear about climate change; however, yet some people neglect the evidence.

In this situation, the government’s policy-making aims to provide reliable and capable data services for the broader community with a high level of trust. Here evidence-based decision-making should contribute to creating the public trust to the data providers. To illustrate, we use the BPMN to model and make a clear understanding of how important evidence-based approach can influence the decision-making process for both government institution and business organization.

B. Evidence-based Decision-making

A data-driven government is expected to improve the decision-making quality. Decisions can be categorized in different ways, such as opinion versus evidence-based decision-making [12], [24]. First, it is called opinion-based decisions where most of the policies taken are based on personal beliefs or organizational expertise. This belief comes from norms and ideas developed in the past that was used to confirm the faith itself. The decision-making process in organizations often taken into account the logical thinking and trust from the most influential people in the organization system [15]. Therefore, the results of this type of decision can have an impact on the bias and difficult analogy to be used as a reference for the subsequent decisions.

In contrast, evidence-based decisions are decisions taken from the objective knowledge institutions in this approach. Evidence-based decisions take the individual or group beliefs and test the opposite of its belief. This decision model has a more robust and objective foundation because scientific evidence can disprove their original opinions or ideas. A transition from opinion-based policies into evidence-based policies is expected [12]. Evidence-based policy, although it
has an impact on the need for a longer time, the use of scientific and rational thinking will produce better quality decisions. The rigorous process of gathering knowledge and critically assessment process of each sub-policy makes this decision model can be accounted.

The emergence of the idea of issuing evidence-based policies has existed for a long time [10]. In principle, evidence-based is combining several elements, namely scientific knowledge, pragmatic sources of expertise, and value-based [25]. The evidence-based policy presents a petrifying approach for both individuals and organizations. The objective is to make the appropriate decisions on the strategic programs they develop by placing the best available evidence at the most critical point of the decision-making process [26]. The discourse of evidence-based policies has become very popular not only in the scientific community but also in government institutions and business organizations [15]. The unique characteristic inherent in evidence-based policy-making is prioritizing evidence meta-analysis and randomized trials compared to other evidence-based methods [27].

Some of the stable characteristics possessed by evidence-based policy, among others, are [10], [24]: First, prioritizing the principle that the decision-making process must be well-formulated. The formulation of this policy serves to make each stage of the process to remain consistent in looking at the scientific evidence rather than just oriented towards the result or goal. Second, decisions taken by consideration of objective evidence produce more rational, rigorous, and structured arrangements. Third, scientific evidence is not only used to build policy but also has a knowledge-based for its users.

The evidence-based policy initiative has two critical roles, namely [14] to reuse what we have the knowledge to build knowledge-based determinations that exist and to inform of the interests of the decision in the future. For this reason, the priority data are needed from the results of the scientific report, empirical studies, and literature. The evidence-based policies can shape the decision-making process to produce a good and systematic based on the knowledge [11]. Governments and other private organizations can learn to what extent their program has an impact on efficiency and business objectives [10], [13]. Besides, if the knowledge-based possessed by proof, the application or model designed does not have a profit impact on the organization. It means that the policy can be stopped or postponed [15]. It can be beneficial for organizations to remain consistent in adhering to a robust scientific-based perspective.

Theoretically, evidence-based policy is separated into two main categories, namely: mechanistic evidence and statistical evidence [27]. Mechanistic evidence is evidence that connects facts to the results of analysis by producing a definite hierarchy of evidence. The results of case studies, experimental reports in the laboratory, consortium of scientists, and the results of the expert team consensus can be claimed as mechanistic evidence sources. Statistical evidence, on the other hand, is defined as factual data produced in using observational and experimental research approach.

There are three fundamental differences between mechanistic evidence and statistical evidence. First, statistical evidence is the quantitative domain, while the mechanistic evidence is defined as a qualitative part. Second, statistical evidence manages the population data, while mechanistic evidence only covers the area of one unit or individual using case studies. Third, statistical evidence analyses the macro data extensively, and mechanistic only deals with micro-problems. The following aspects characterize evidence-based decision-making [15], [28]:

1) **Objective data:** Use of actual data to prove whether a proposition is true or valid. Sensors and other ways used to collect the data, so the data cannot be disputed.

2) **Collecting rigorous evidence:** Evidence that obtained from a thorough analysis process using randomizes technique to support the arguments of the policy-makers.

3) **Construct evidence based on analytical techniques:** Use of statistics and analytics and activities aimed at identifying and evaluating programs and policies in an organization to achieve specific objectives using a variety of rigorous scientific methods.

4) **Using evidence methods:** The method of collecting, analyzing, and using data should be rigorous. Implement the theory of evidence-based policy-making by adhering to the principles of a methodology that is strong and able to predict some potential influence post-decision-made.

Several other important factors to make a smooth transition from opinion-based policies to evidence-based policies, as follows [24], [29]: First, the impartiality of the evaluator unit to ensure that the evidence presented has authenticated and is valid. Second, the leadership fully supports the process of evaluating the evidence and the results of policies that are difficult for any party to intervene. Third, during the evaluation period, the team must uphold the protection of privacy against personal identities or company secrets. Fourth, the rules for sharing administrative and quantitative data, including company balance sheet statistical reports must be well designed.

Furthermore, in an organization, decision-makers are often facing the variations of decisions made simultaneously. Not surprisingly, the framework is structured in a very minimalist way to be used as a shortcut to decision-making without considering the knowledge base as evidence. Decision-Makers are not only responsible for their decisions, but also must consider other important aspects. The potential for low public trust and increasing uncertainty due to a lack of understanding of the policy are severe impacts that must be considered by the organization [17].

In summary, government institutions and other non-governmental organizations often adapt evidence-based decision-making as an approach to minimize the uncertainty and to degrade the potential polarization of the decision-making process. The four characteristics of evidence-based decision-making can help the government to consider the decisions based on the objective data, rigorous sources of data, the use of appropriate analytical techniques, and implement the methodology to predict the post-decisions-made.

**C. Open Government Data in Policy-making**

In this paper, we use the evidence-based policy-making cycle to understand the decisions made based on opening
data. A conceptual model of the policy cycle in open data domain is shown in Figure 1. The policy process in opening data is never as linear as implied in the model. Nevertheless, looking at the policy process regarding these stages and cycle can help us to understand how the policy-making works.

![Policy Cycle Diagram](image)

**Fig. 1 The policy cycle in opening data [7], 12**

Figure 1 presents the iteration process on how the data providers like governments, business organizations, and other non-governmental institutions use the policy cycle to maintain and update the opening data to the public. There are six main steps in cycling the policy to open the dataset as can be seen in detail [7], [12], as follows:

1) **Define requirements and agenda setting**: Determine the main elements of data opening policy, such as preparing datasets, analysis instruments, and evaluation methods, up to the classification of users involved in the system. Establish a routine scheduling system to ensure that the policy-making process is structured and has a priority scale. Therefore, a key factor in this stage is how organizations can communicate credible evidence for the policy analysis requirements.

2) **Construct decision formulation**: The formulation of policy strategies is designed to build alternative decisions on opening data. This alternative decision is a reference related to the collection of evidence and recommendations, whether the dataset needs to be opened, limited access, or decided to close.

3) **Select from preferred decision option**: Based on strong evidence and references, the organization can then choose and determine the most appropriate alternative at the moment. Valid and systematic conditions of the knowledge base in the construction phase in step 2 significantly influence decisions in this step.

4) **Decide the data status**: At this stage, the status of the dataset is executed. Decision-makers want the status of the published data to be opened, given limited access to risk factors for example, or if it is decided to remain closed as part of the policy process that best favors the needs of data users.

5) **Update the decision status**: Renewal of the status of the policy in opening data is possible when the dataset whose status has been decided in the previous stage needs to be reviewed. At this stage, the related unit needs to reassess the dataset by updating the knowledge base as the latest scientific evidence.

6) **New policy**: Refer to the results of updating the dataset in stage 5. Thus the organization will have the latest decision status.

The policy cycle shown in Figure 1 might require several interactions to arrive at the best alternatives. The focus of this research is the importance of organizations to use evidence-based decision-making approach. Decision-makers will efficiently use the facts and knowledge bases when a dataset needs to be updated. In sub-section 6, we illustrate the iteration stages of policy-making in a case study based on an evidence-based policy model.

There are numerous works of literature discussed the characteristics of evidence-based policy. The four attributes of the evidence-based policy of relevance for opening data [25], [30], namely:

- Analyze and test scientific evidence of a policy based on the knowledge base to determine the external impact of the decision to open data if the policy is successfully implemented.
- Assess whether the proposed policy has a horizontal influence at the organizational level and related units if a dataset is decided to be open to the public.
- Test whether uncertainty can be managed if the policy produces a decision to open data.
- Balancing the potential for the polarization of a policy against data released by the organization to the public.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Evidence-construction takes time</td>
<td>To get detailed research results, the process of collecting, analyzing, and testing data requires a complicated allocation of time. Data is not always easily described and available in an organizational unit. Sometimes the analyst team needs to conduct a survey or even a particular case study that takes a long time to get feedback from the data provider.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Good evidence requires skilled manpower</td>
<td>To have objective evidence requires capable skills and expertise from officers in an organization. Solving quantitative or qualitative research problems, for example, requires people who are skilled and academically qualified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Political influences</td>
<td>The norms, culture, and political pressure on certain parties can hinder or limit the implementation of evidence-based policies. For organizations that are not professional, political intervention in policy-making is a significant barrier because they do not have a strong commitment as a good organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Misunderstanding can lead to uncertainty</td>
<td>Misinterpretation of the data due to the weak ability to analyze the situation, the entities involved, and the complete ecosystem of the organization cause conditions of uncertainty about the status of data opening.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is complicated to bring up all the ideal characteristics in policy-making using the evidence-based policy approach. However, the four essential attributes of evidence-based policy must be attached to the stages of policy-making in opening the data. Some challenges that might be faced when designing policies in evidence-based organizations can be seen in Table 1.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

To represent the better understanding of how the transition process from opinion-based policy to evidence-based policy, including the influence factors, we design the data-driven evidence-based policy environment in the case of opening data as is shown in Figure 2.

A. Opinion-Based Policy Quadrant.

Opinion-based decision-making is a strategy to defend the status quo of the organizational system using individual or institutional beliefs. The organization is tending to use their personal feeling to establish their policy. Supporting factors like logical and individual rational perspective and fully trust from the most potent people might influence the decision-makers.

B. Evidence-Based Policy Quadrant.

Evidence-based decision-making is a reform model to enhance the quality of the decision in organizations by using mechanistic, statistical, and other rigorous evidence. The dependence elements in this approach can be influenced by objective knowledge, scientific analysis, literature, value-based knowledge, and accurate evidence. These kinds of elements highly require the availability of both technology system and human resources to make decision qualified. Also, the confidence and strong commitment from the leader are also importantly involved. In the final stage of the process, however, the decision is often depending on the decision-makers policy.

C. Internal Influence-Evidence Factors Quadrant.

There are some potential factors could be influenced and shaped the decision-making process from the internal organizations. Entities like existing norms, culture, and behavior of the organization’s management, strict regulation, the reluctance of the leader to change the guideline, and a limited budget to develop new technology and system might degrade the evidence-based policy movement.

D. External Influence-Evidence Factors Quadrant.

The external influence-evidence factors can be represented by two important components, namely: the high demand of the public and stakeholders to access and reuse the dataset considering the strong objective evidence, and the awareness of the organizations through the competitor’s movement can drive the leader to reform the existing policy-making process.

Fig. 2 Data-driven evidence-based policy quadrants [12], [27], [30]

Fig. 3 Data-driven evidence-based decision-making process

Fig. 3 The business process in opening data using evidence-based decision-making approach
The policy cycle shows how open data can be used in policy-making processes. Open data should contribute to the evidence-based decision which will be investigated in the case study presented in this section. The business process for opening data policy using evidence-based decision-making approach and visualize will be modeled using Business Process Management Notation (BMPN). A business processes show the subsequent steps taken by different organizations to make use of open data. For the case study, we select the traffic and road utility dataset to illustrate the process as visualized in Figure 3.

In the business model process, the scenario of the case study describes in detail into four main parts:

1) **Organizational involvement:** There are two institutions involved in the case study designed in this illustration. First, the government institution which is the provider of datasets, and the second is business institutions that collectively use data sources from the government. The involvement of these institutions is that the dataset published by the government can be accessed and used by other potential users like the company, researchers, and other governmental organizations. With the available datasets, the government can analyze the historical and density of data traffic for instance. Thus, the government uses a dataset of traffic and road utilities in the interest of making decisions to improve public services. Meanwhile, the business organization has an interest in using datasets to improve new marketing innovation by analyzing road use density, vehicle volume, and pedestrian behavior, for instance.

2) **Multi-actors and job description:** Each institution has their sub-division of works that act a specific role in the decision-making process. In government institutions, four working units interact to issue a public policy. First, the data center is a unit that accommodates business-critical ICT equipment. Second, the IT division is a working unit that manages and maintenance of the systems and technology in government infrastructure. Third, secretariat division is a working unit that covers some approval issues for submitting a policy prototype for a system product. Forth, policymaker is the individual or working unit that are having the authority to provide alternative policies and deciding whether a proposed product system is accepted or rejected. In the business organization side, it is also designed to have four work divisions. First, IT division is a unit responsible in the information technology resources, including assessing datasets from the government to the enterprise business data. Second, business plan division is a unit responsible for evaluating business models generated by IT units. Third, the marketing division is a working unit that designs and selects the right business model for the company. Forth, project management division is the last node of the long process of policy-making, which has the role of providing various policies alternatives including ensuring whether the proposed model can be accepted or rejected. With the design of each work unit in the two institutions of this illustration, we hope that the level of complexity of policymaking can be better understood.

3) **The current business process in opening data:** To provide new knowledge in the process of opening data that run on both institutions, we also illustrate how each unit plays a role in producing a policy product. In government institutions, the process starts with the IT division that imports dataset traffic and road utilities from the data center division. Then, preparing the data analysis by extracting, transforming, and loading (ETL) the dataset in the data center working unit. After the data is analyzed, the data center sends a data packet to the IT division to degenerate a new model data. At this stage, in-depth analysis is needed using the objective evidence-based approach (the specific activities are explained in part 4). After the data model is designed, the data center unit will evaluate the model before sending it to the secretariat division. The secretariat division, further, will propose several policy packages to decision makers. In the end, the policymaker who decides whether the data model can be executed or vice versa must be considered to re-evaluate the process. Unlike government institutions, in business institutions, the data model is analyzed and directly degenerated by the IT division. Hence, the evidence-based policy consideration process is in this division. Meanwhile, the validation process, model evaluation, and marketing design proposal are carried out by the business work unit plan. Turning back to the role of the marketing division, this unit selected the proposed model and finalized the version then sends it to project management. The final node in this process is that the assessment and termination of the model status carried out by project management is the power to execute the model or even the potential to re-evaluate this process.

4) **Evidence-based decision-making:** This part has a critical point to ascertain whether the product model data is factually analyzed using an evidence-based approach. The stages of evidence-based are analyzed in the create data model both by the government and business organizations. To make details of what has done at this stage, we will explain based on each division. In government institutions, the evidence-based policy analysis process using the mechanistic approach. First, the dataset is analyzed based on the results of the research with the post-action research. The objective is to explore the scientific evidence whether the datasets have potential value-based knowledge. Second, other evidence-based analysis can look at the results of network traffic analysis from a research institution that uses a qualified laboratory to ensure that the training data used is valid and credible. Meanwhile, on the side of business institutions, the process of the evidence-based policy uses a statistical approach to get more value of the selected dataset. The datasets obtained from the government uses experimental research from a scientific institution. The aim is to analyze the traffic data and road utilization based on statistical reports. For example, the statistics of the road density, budget allocation, and the trend of pedestrians' behavior using a product service. Here can predict consumer behavior at certain times and conditions when using public company products for instance.

The policy-making processes in Figure 3 show how important the role of each work units develops a policy product. A better understanding of the available data results in the use of the data for evidence-based decision-making. However, to obtain data with strong evidence source from research institutions in both mechanistic and statistical forms is certainly not easy. Therefore, cooperation in producing good quality and analytical data between data providers,
government and business organizations is implicitly necessary. Also, data should be collected and opened for use by others to ensure that the thresholds of use are lowered.

The multiple stakeholders involved in the process can arrive at other outcomes with the same data. The stakeholders might have different or even opposing interests. Whereas a stakeholder from a green political party might be interested in pollution by traffic, a stakeholder from a liberal party might be interested in economic growth by stimulating traffic. The same open data can be used to arrive at other evidence-based policy-suggestions. The pollution data might suggest that a particular area is too polluted (above the norms) and by reducing the traffic, this pollution can be decreased.

On the other hand, from an economic perspective, the open data might suggest that more traffic is needed to facilitate the trading in that area resulting in economic growth and less unemployment. The people living in the polluted are might strongly oppose any measures increasing the pollution, whereas the unemployed might want to increase the economic activity in that area resulting in polarization in society. The more data opened, the more people can construct their perception of reality, which might create more uncertainty about the direction taken and into more polarization in society.

The different outcomes can result in uncertainty about which decision should be taken. The open data and evidence-based analysis point towards different issues. There is no single ‘best’ or ‘optimal’ outcome, as is often assumed behind evidence-based decision-making. Directions are based on political preference and contemporary moods in society. In contrast to the common expectation, we found that the more data released can result in more discussions about what is desired according to the data. Opening more data might result in a decline in trust in decision-making, as the data does not show a consistent picture. It might create the awareness of different directions that might be first taken for granted.

The open data can result in a polarization in which the political party determines the stance on the problem instead of the evidence. In our illustration, both parties search for evidence that supports their view. Polarization might even result in thinking that the other party tries to misguide the public and in distrust between the parties. Although the data and evidence are factual, the outcomes result in different policies and decisions based on the normative stance. The data might result in greater polarization at the political level, but also at the societal level. Polarization can result in greater policy volatility.

IV. CONCLUSION

A common expectation is that the opening of data will result in a data-driven government making use of evidence-based policy-making. The idea is that these policies are hardly contested as these are based on factual data. Despite open data can result in evidence-based policies, realizing this might be more difficult. Factors like lack of organizational capacity, less of human resource expertise, views are taken on the data, and weak commitments from decision-makers are some challenges to prevent the use of evidence-based policy-making. Even if the data is used correctly, the releasing of more data can result in more discussions about what is desired policy direction according to the data. The various directions derived from the data can result in the polarization of decision-making. In other words, the more data opened, the more people can construct their own perception of reality. Whereas evidence-based policy refers to a knowledge-based approach based on impartial evidence to inform the decision-making process, the data is often collected for a particular purpose and using different analytics outcomes can be created. This suggests that the common ‘rational’ view on data providing a single answer is an oversimplification of reality. The case study illustrated how an evidence-based approach can result in uncertainty about the direction to be taken and that the data can support different directions. This can result in polarization of decision-making, as both sides find their policy-direction supported by data.

For further research, we recommend conducting in-depth case studies to understand how data can be used in evidence-based policy-making. A deep understanding of the data, its possible use and for different purposes it can be used is essential. Some data might only be interpreted singly, whereas other data might be interpreted in various ways depending on the view is taken.
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